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In this edition

Winchester MGOC meet on the last Tuesday of the month with
a Club Drive in Summer and a pub night in Winter. Check the

Events pages, or contact the Club Secretary for details

Please send your articles to the editor at the email address above by 10th of themonth.
Thenewsletterwill be distributed to clubmembers before the nextmonthly club night. Pictures

should be as large as possible and saved in either jpeg or png.

1Cover photo: 1934 Replica MG K3



Secretary's Chat
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Steve

Just a few outdoor events left on the calendar now and I know for some it is the SORN part
of the year when the pride and joy gets tucked away for the winter. The last Alton Crotch
Cooler of the year has been and gone but the weather has been unbelievably mild and if it
holds out, those still on the road might be able to squeeze in a few more runs. It’s worth
taking a look at the “One Last Run” from the George & Falcon at the end of the month.

Regarding local meets, I popped along to the first weekday evening meet at The White
Horse, Ampfield last month and found a good selection of cars filling the car park. This was
the first and last for this year, just catching the last of the evening daylight, but will be one to
watch out for next year.

I hear that the Boxing Day meet at Romsey might be the last this year as Aldi, whose car
park forms one of the main show areas, seem to be under ever increasing pressure for
Boxing Day opening. Organiser Steve Biddlecombe is hoping to squeeze in just one more
for 2019 but things are not looking hopeful. This would be a real shame and the end of an
era.

We had a good turn-out at the September club night and it was good to welcome some new
members and guests. We are back at the Plough again for a natter in October before our
AGM in November.

Thanks go to Basingstoke MGOC for organising their ‘Race night’ which was well attended
and great fun. Winchester filled two tables and Newbury MGOC were also there. You will
find a report in this newsletter. Look forward to seeing you at The Plough for club night on
the 30th.

An email from Dave Tilbury:-

You may recall that a couple of years ago I raised the matter of vehicle insurance and the case of Vnuk.
Currently the FIM & FIA are lobbying for some common sense in the EP but it may come down to lobbying
our parliament to not implement the EU directive. There have now been a couple of other cases that relied
on Vnuk.
The reality will hit home in a couple of years time at renewal of insurance. I’m told that a £200 premium in
Finland has shot up to £2000.

One to watch in the finance pages. A very cheap MGB , anyone?

Dave Tilbury



Chairman's Notes
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The subject of fuel duty is perhaps one of the most contentious in British society. We already pay one of
the highest proportions of tax to fuel in the world, indeed the UKmotorists are paying some of the highest
proportional tax in the EU, second only to Sweden.

Chancellor Philip Hammond has hinted at scrapping the freeze on fuel duties in a recent speech to MP’s
in Treasury questions, saying that the impact of the policy, “must be looked at again.” Maintaining the
freeze is predicted to cost the Treasury £38bn over the next three years, twice as much as we spend on
NHS doctors and nurses.

Since the fuel duty freeze in 2011, it is estimated the freezes have saved the average car driver £850 and
theaverage vandriver £2,100.However, in that process, it has cost theExchequer over £46bn in revenue
for the financial year ending 2019 and will continue to cost them if they do not increase the fuel duty.

Fuel duty,which currently standsat 57.95ppl, has remained the samesince2011as successiveministers
have not lifted the freeze for one reason or the other. This has been, in part, attributed to the promise as
outlined byDavidCameron after the 2015election. Any proposal to increase fuel dutywould likely prompt
a rebellion froma largegroupof Tory backbencherswho feel it would harm their prospects amongst some
working-class voters.

Mr Hammond was asked to agree if the fuel duty freeze was beneficial to the economy, which Mr
Hammonddeflected by outlining the cost for the government andhighlighting the savings for themotorist.
No politicians ever gives a straight answer do they!

There are, of course, questions as to whether the economic benefits of the freeze on fuel duties do, in
fact, compensate for the significant loss of government revenue.

With a 2ppl rise, motorists could expect to pay £30 more at the pumps. Based on the average UK price
from this year so far, which is around 128.7ppl, a rise of 2ppl in fuel duty would take it to 130.7ppl. Based
on predictions of a 2ppl rise, this could generate £927 million income for the government to go towards
NHS funding, and removing the deficit, as promised by the Conservatives in their manifesto.

This, however, is not the only thing to take into consideration. By increasing the fuel duty, all companies
would either have to take a hit in profits or increase the list price of items. It would cost an extra £800 a
year to fuel a lorry at the price of 130.7ppl as well and so for companies that rely on road haulage, this
could mean a huge increase in already astronomical costs for fuel for companies.

Aside from pushing for a rise in fuel duty, the government has a few other ways that it could potentially
fund the £20bn for the NHS, including raising income tax for the first time since 1970 and others taxes
on goods such as alcohol and tobacco. Raising fuel duty would be the least contentious of the
government’s rather limited options and enable them to givemuch-needed funding to the NHS and other
essential public services.

We shall have to wait and see and with Brexit round the corner, it will be interesting to see what the
government will do.



Tech News
Cat D? Is it a furry pet? Is it a long blonde hair female TV presenter?
How does Cat D affect MGFs and TF’s?
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Have you ever wondered why MGF/TF parts on E Bay are so plentiful at knock down prices whilst the
second hand value of the cars, especially the F’s have started to rise in price? If so – strain your brain
no further – It is probably all about Cat D.

Not sure if Cat D has been manufactured by
Insurance Companies alone or is a conspiracy
of insurance companies and whoever else. Our
TF suffered a rear end shunt following a
BMGOC run out down to the New Forest in
2016. The rear plastic bumper unit was
cracked and the small metal panel underneath
the boot lock was bent in. When I bought the
TF neither I nor the seller realised quite how
rare this car is. In the latter days of Rover/MG
they offered the Monogram range of factory
fitted extras that included colour coded door
cards and steering wheels etc and especially
fancy paint jobs that included special metallic
and flip colours. These flip colour paint jobs
flipped two or three or more colours. My
favourite and the most popular is Shot Silk.

We later met up
and spent a day
together on the
Isle of Wight.

I was sought out by other Monogram owners and
realised that my TF is unique due to the Twilight/
Typhoon flip colour. Only one TF was ever
finished in this colour. Try googling Paint Code
IAV. We attended MGF 20 at Gaydon and parked
up with other Monograms. The nearest to mine
was a Twilight flip green.



Following the accident I immediately had LV on the phone accepting liability and asking to manage my
repairs. Following advice frommyBroker - yes I do not insure through the internet and amon Christian
name terms with this insurer as I am with my Farnham based Classic Car Insurers. He suggested I took
my car to a personally referred Bodyshop run by an ex Rover/MG apprentice of the day rather than the
local preferred Vauxhall bodyshop approved by LV.

The repairers first words to me were – “This is a write off job”. I said that I was not prepared to write
mycaroff. To cuta long story shorthedidadealwith the InsuranceEngineerand repaired it for thewrite
off value. Albeit the special paint was £380 per 1/3rd litre.

However lowthemileage is;howeverexcellent thecondition is,orwhether it isa500orLEorAnniversary
– the Insurance Company does not give a damn!! The worth of an F or TF is tainted by the history of
dodgey head gaskets etc.

As explained to me. The insurance companies demand use of brand new parts. If you crack the back
plasticbumper that is designed togivewayon the slightest impact thiswill be replacednewandwill cost,
with spraying up, the thick end of £800. However, the part can be picked up on E Bay for £40 or less.
Insurance companies generally only go to 60%of the vehicle’s perceived value. Add in theodd rear light
cluster, let alone a rear wing, and it becomes a Cat D write off that strikes fear into most subsequent
buyers.

For government definition of write offs refer to

https://www.gov.uk/scrapped-and-written-off-vehicles/insurance-writeoffs

Recent changes to the Classificationsmean that Cat C has become Cat S and Cat D has become Cat N. In
the words of Michael Caine “not many people know that!”

CatDorCatN is normally a cosmetic repairwriteoff, deemedby the insurance company tobemore than
the car is worth

So what does happen to Cat D or Cat N write offs. Apart from the fact that they are registered such on
DVLA websites, they get broken for spares or retained by the owner and repaired using the insurance
pay off, or bought from the insurance company by a third party and repaired or sold for spares.

The subsequent problem is that because the Insurance company has “written it off” most insurance
companies do not want to pay out again and will charge a premium to reinsure. My Classic cars are
insured with a local Farnham Classic Vehicle Insurance Company who are cheaper than any of the
mainstream companies. The fact that I had a quadruple bypass heart op andwas buying a Cat D car did
not even register on their scale! So donot let people tell you that Cat D is uninsurable or costs a fortune.
Pick your insurance company and preferably not off the internet.

Possibly the reason this paint job
failed Rover/MG is that it only
performs its best in sunlight!

So what is this to do with Cat D and
insurance companies and the demise
of the F/TF?
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If you sell a Cat D or Cat N car you are legally required to advertise it as Cat D. A lot of adverts show
it in small print. Some do not declare it at all. Not to declare is illegal.

A Cat D car will always be value
dependant upon the quality of cosmetic
repair. I bought such a TF with rare red
suede and black leather upholstery and
red dash consul, 47K on the clock and
with new head gasket cam belt and 12
month MOT etc on E Bay for £500.
There is a further story behind this.

The good news is that the Insurance
companies are forcing up the prices of
F’s and TF’s by writing them off and
making them more rare and forcing
down the prices of second hand spares.

How can you protect your car? Try for agreed value price especially if you have an LE, 500 etc.

I would suggest to you that you should not be put off by Cat D or Cat N if you are buying. However,
check closely the standard of repair and research if at all possible the Engineers report and do not
pay top dollar. I include a photo of my £500 Cat D – spot the blemish?
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Neil S

      32nd GEORGE SKEATES CROSS-COUNTRY  
      CHARITY - FUN EVENT – STOCKBRIDGE 

 
 Day / Date             SUNDAY 13 JANUARY 2019 
 
 Time:                     09:30 for start at ~10:00 (or soonest thereafterJ!) 
 
 Venue:                   The Town Hall, Stockbridge High Street, Hampshire, SO20 6HE 
                                51.114324, -1.494148 
  
ENTER EARLY to save money and to help avoid delays on the day.  
 
Please send one entry form per entrant completed in FULL with clearly legible characters, 
signature & payment to:  XC Event, 154 BOTLEY ROAD, ROMSEY, SO51 5SW    
 
Payment by cheque payable to ‘George Skeates Fund’ or on-line to  
sort code 30-90-21 & account 00483178  - add your surname as the reference  
 
Receipts & numbers allocated will be returned by email so please print clearly.   
 
The long course comprises approximately 8 miles of grassy, rutted and muddy tracks linked with 
sections of tarmac.  Expect tough & slippery going with risk of punctures for cyclists.  The short 
course is ~3 miles on road & track (flat).  Course directions by Day-Glo arrows. 
 
Please be prepared to display a number allocated at the event. 
 
ADVANCE Entries:           Adults - £12.00    Children/Unemployed/Oppressed - £5.00 
 
On Day Entries:                  Adults - £15.00    Children - £6.00 
 

Ø Cyclists should wear helmets. 
Ø Green Cross Code must be adhered to. 
Ø Refreshments & Raffle available in the Town Hall. 
Ø Please arrive in good time. 
Ø Please park your vehicle considerately. 

 
Ø Additional sponsorship & donations are welcomed. 
Ø Volunteers to help are asked to make themselves known well prior to the event 

 
Ø Enquiries to        jebcrossman@gmail.com 

 
If you enter on the day please complete the entry form in advance and if possible tender exact 
payment. 

Retain this section for your information 

Please complete in CAPITALS using CLEARLY LEGIBLE letters; return this section 
together with payment.                                                                               * mandatory field 
 
*Full Name:        ___________________________________ 
 
*Address:            ___________________________________ 
 
                             ___________________________________ 
 
                             ___________________________________ 
 
*Post Code:        ___________________________________ 
 
 Tel:                     ___________________________________ 
 
Please print your e-mail address clearly so it can be read easily 
 
 * e-mail (CAPS):                
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
*CIRCLE as appropriate:                   Short Ride               Short Run 
 
                                                                Long Ride                Long Run  
 
                                                                Short Walk               Long Walk  
 
I agree to indemnify the organisers, agents, officials, the landowners and any person connected 

with this event from any liability whatsoever resulting in personal injury (fatal or otherwise), 
loss, damage or expense. 

 
 
*Signed:   __________________________                             Enclosed: £  ________ 
(parent/guardian must sign for a minor) 
 
 
 
For the organisers  
 
 
Name: 
 
 
Received the sum of: £ 
 
 

 

Leave box empty 
 
No. 
 

Please X if you 
received this 

event notice by 
email 

George Skeats Cross Country Charity Fun Event
Stockbridge - Sunday 13 January 2019

Some of our cyclist readers may be interested in this event:-



The Doughnut Run

Events Round-Up
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Basingstoke’s annual run on Sunday 23rd September in aid of SERV Wessex (Blood Bikes) took place
from the Milestones Museum in Basingstoke. Kick off time was 9.30 arrival with registration starting at
10 and cars away from 10.30am.

This weekend was not to be the best as far as the
weather was concerned with yellow warnings being in
place. The rain started on Saturday which continued
through the night and into Sunday. The club had put out
a bulletin prior hand to say please still come along in
your day car as one could only eat so many doughnuts.

Being British this was not going to put off some of the
entrants who did turn up in their MG and other classic
cars, although the majority of entrants did come in their
day cars.

The run took us through the villages ofMonkSherbourne,
CharterAlley,BrimptonCommonandBrimpton,Migham,
Hampstead Norreys, Compton, Aldworth, Westridge
Green, Streatley, Goring, Woodcote, Grays Pond,
Whitchurch on Thames, Tidmarsh, Bradfield, Beenham,
Ufton Nervet, Silchester, Bramley, Sherbourne St John
and back to Milesstone.We had a toll bridge to pass over
and a ford to go through and along the way we had some
pleasant if not damp countryside views.

Allwasnot lost, becauseas theafternoonprogressed, the
rain subsided and the sun came out as we returned to
base. To top this off, WMGOCmembers Allan and Sally

Rose won a hamper in the raffle and Peter and Karen Cranstone’s TF won Best Car in Show from 1999
to present, as judged by the SERV Wessex staff.

A big thanks goes out toBasingstokeMGOCcommittee andmembers for carrying on and running a great
run in adverse weather conditions.

Pete C
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Bicester Sunday Scramble

The Bicester
Sunday Scramble
organisers’ were spot-on when
booking the weather for Sunday
7th October; following a couple of
rainy days it was a glorious morning for
driving an MG.

Sunday Scramble is hosted by Bicester
Heritage, which is on the site of the
former RAF Bicester airfield. It’s one of
the best-preserved WW2 airfields with
a fascinating history, and has developed
into a home for over 30 motoring
specialists, covering just about every
area you may need for your classic.

The Scramble is held in and around the
roads of the airbase, with almost every
marque of car represented. It's a really
relaxed atmosphere, with cars coming
and going, and around every corner is
another interesting car or auto
business. Along the perimeter of the
airfield and runway is where the many
'car clubs’ meet and again there was so
much to see.

The event is open from 09:00 to 14:00, which gives you just enough time to wander around the site and
enjoy a bacon roll and cup of tea before heading home. Bicester Heritage is located not far from the
junction of the A34 and M40. Parking is plentiful and exit and entry was well organised. Entry fee was
£9.48 for a car and two passengers, booked on-line. Several scrambles are held each year and it's well
worth a drive. More info at http://bicesterheritage.co.uk/about/

Dont tell him Pike

A train set in a boot....I'd never thought of that....

Steve P

http://bicesterheritage.co.uk/about/
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Cover photo - MG K3 replica

...but I quite like this one

More Sunday Scramble

This was very nice....

and this caught my eye, it was
for sale....
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Basingstoke MGOC Race Night

Winners on the night were
definitely the chosen
charity, SERV Wessex
Blood Bikers (who we also
supported at our Cobweb
Spin earlier this year) with
a very creditable £485-75
being raised by the event.

Well done Basingstoke –
we are looking forward to
next year.

There were 14 of us that went along to the Basingstoke MGOC “Race Night” on Friday 12th and what
a good time we had. Basingstoke have definitely got the organisation off to a ‘T’ and the whole
evening rolled along like a well-oiled machine. The food was once again excellent and the
organisation in terms of collecting the bets, calculating the tote winnings and generally keeping the
pace going was excellent, reflecting the work that had obviously gone into organising it. We all had a
flutter and bought some horses to increase our stakes as ‘owners’ with varying degrees of success,
but I don’t think anyone was out for a duck by the end of the evening. Several dressed the part,
although with hindsight the binoculars were probably OTT but added to the fun. The Newbury table
had a very dodgy cheer-leader or balloon dancer (couldn’t quite work out which) in the form of Roger.

Hello...Hello... this mobile
seems not to be working

They seem to be a long
way away..... Come on you beauty..... Dodgy Cheerleader

Steve F



Part 3 of the Trilogy
Le Mans Classic 2018 - A Tale of a Latter Day 3 Musketeers
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For those who read A Tale of Adventure, Chateaus, Iffy Hotels and Angst, then this is the painful
sequel. The last of the trilogy of 2018 starts on the Wednesday night following our return from the
tour of Brittany and Normandy on the night ferry from Caen on the Sunday crossing.

Tossing aside the broken RV8 and transferring to Snowdrop the BGT we were all set for the
Wednesday night ferry back to Caen. Snowdrop the BGT was the obvious choice to carry the
campingequipment etc. Apart fromwhichGrahamand I had taken theheadoff and carried outwhat
wascalled inmydaya “decoke” following the trip toGuernseyearlier in theyear (likeamonthearlier).

Before:-

After:-

She was flying with significantly improved and more to the point equal compression from
all four cylinders.

The three Musketeers were myself, friend and chief mechanic Graham and the other Neil
P who had returned from France with Nita and I and was still nursing a bad summer cold.



I thought I would get some Le Mans 24 Hr
Classic 2018 windscreen stickers for the “B”.
Never been good with metric measurements
especially on E Bay. Fortunately I had ordered
two so they went on the doors.

Before we arrived at Le Mans. Nita had phoned to
tell me that I had left behind an integral part of my
camp bed that rendered it completely useless. We
diverted in Le Mans to a huge Supermarket shopping
precinct thing and I bought an airbed. It was as hot
as Hades and we got lost in Le Mans. I was using
my sat nav that was set on direct route and we ended up in the suburbs. Quelle Horreur? – have
lost count of how many we have had of these whilst motoring in France this year. The ignition light
on Snowdrop came on. Fiddling under the bonnet got it to go off but to never come back on again
for the whole of the journey back home!

There are absolutely no signs in Le Mans centre for the circuit. So we were truly lost in France with a
dodgy MGB GT. I programmed the sat nav for quickest route and we arrived at the circuit just in time
to help set up camp at Maison Blanche on part of the unused circuit for this occasion. Fortunately the
Rover 3.5 V8 was towing a trailer with fridge, freezer, generator BBQ, gas rings and food for breakfast
and dinner. Thank God we had cold lager!

We were going as part of a group by private invitation. The other Neil had hitched a lift in a
Rover 3.5 V8.

We will skip over the fact that the MGB LE in the picture belonging to a fellow female camper had petrol
pipes to and from the pump that gave way, spraying petrol all over the tarmac (thank goodness it was not
over the parched grass!) and had to be replaced on site. This had happened the previous year to
Snowdrop all over my front drive and lawn. This meant we knew what and where it was . Well done
modern petrol that rots them. Memo note to all MGB owners to change pipes to braided modern pipes
before it happens to you.

12
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QUIRKY was still there at Le Mans. Next to a couple of Lambos was what can only be described as a
”barn find” probably the previous Tuesday to the Classic Weekend of an Austin Maxi 1750 with dull
paintwork, rust holes andmissing hub caps. The inside looked like the aftermath of a church jumble sale.
Next morning on my way back from the toilet block I discovered the owner was sleeping in it.

The Village next to the paddock was as over the top as normal. We saw over £1M worth of McClarens
parked like they were in an Enterprise Hire Car Park. We decided to have lunch in the Village one day
and chose from themenu shown. Mostof itwasunavailableatpointoforderingandweendedupwitha strange
sausage and equally strange rustic type potatoe wedges on polystyrene platters with plastic knife and fork and

a Brexit pint (0.5 Litres) i.e. not a pint, of Carlsberg in an out of date Le Mans 24 Hr plastic beaker. For
three of us it was the bargain price (?) of 72 Euros.

The paddock as always held many gems such
as the racing Jowett Jupiter. My grandfather
changed his Jowett Javelin (the saloon version)
every two years for a new one and travelled up
to the factory in Bradford by steam train to pick
his new car up. This took two days out of his
working week. The last one he had featured a
valve radio with discrete under body ariel. I
remember that if his car did not start he would
call out the local franchise dealership (Sydons)
in Nottingham to sort it. They would use the
crank handle to start it. Clearly the Simpsons
in those days were too posh to crank!! I can
also remember the use of sawdust on my
Grandfather’s garage floor to catch the oil
leaks. The Javelin apart from featuring an
aedrodynamic body also had the first two piece
aluminium head on a cast iron block.
Eventually in the early 50’s Ford bought out the
suppliers of the Jowett’s body suppliers and
refused to supply Jowett hence squeezing
them out of the market.



I will always remember the Javelin breaking down
opposite the cemetry in West Bridgford Nottingham
with what was either a clutch or gearbox problem.
Maybe I was 8 years old ‘ish. But a man came out
from the garage and fixed it! I can also remember
my Dad crashing it into a 30 MPH sign as he did not
quite make the corner. A situation I reminded him of
when I had my first accident in my minivan!

Back to Le Mans. So many cars
and so many memories.

A racing MGA. Who would
have thought that they were
ever serious contenders at Le
Mans. I mean the green one
and not the one in a maroon
shirt.

It includedthe incredulouswhoIam
not sure were ever contenders.

An early example of a Chevrolet aerodynamic
car with an impossible number of cylinders
versus carburettors

14
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As always the iconic prewar MG’s were
there.

Indeed, whatever switches you on classic car
wise it was there. Again I learnt much. I did
not realise there was such a thing as a Lister
Jaguar XJS – or was this just a scam?

Again two years on it was a different
experience again. It was still about great
classic cars ancient and modern in huge
numbers. It was about great fellowship
amongst our party of campers . It was
perhaps not about great racing but the noise

of the cars throughout the night whilst trying to sleep is and always will be a unique experience. Will I
do it again? I said Yes last time then had a heart issue. However, this time I will say yes if I can
have a bigger tent!!

P.S. A big credit to Neil P who survived the heat and his summer cold.

P.P.S Snowdrop the BGT got us back to UK in style without any adverse effect from a non working
ignition light. As normal it was no simple answer such as a blown bulb. After Graham traced it to
the alternator and £50 later with a new shiney alternator all is well. Clearly the heat of Le Mans and
nearly 40 years had affected the regulator in the alternator.

Neil S



Established in 1924, MG (an abbreviation of Morris Garages) was personally owned by
British motoring pioneer William Morris.

However, the brand was masterminded by its General Manager Cecil Kimber, who identified
a gap in the market for faster Morris cars with a sporty edge. Not only that, he designed the
first MGs that were produced at the Morris factory in Abingdon in Oxford; two-seater sports
cars and coupés that were re-bodied, tuned-up versions of existing Morris models.

MG’s first model, the 14/28
Super Sports, went on sale with
a top speed of 65mph and a
Morris Oxford badge on the
bonnet. The company replaced it
with the 14/40, which was
almost identical to its
predecessor; the only
difference that it was rebadged
with the iconic octagonal MG
logo.
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A Potted History of MG
MG has represented the best of British car design for over 90 years, but it’s not always been
asmooth ride.We trace thehistorybehind this consistently innovativeandperformance-driven
brand.

Beginnings: Cecil Kimber
in 1925 at the wheel of the
first real MG Sports car-
The old Number One`

This experiment proved a
roaring success and MG was
soon synonymous with
affordable performance.



The MG Car Club
was established in
1930 and in the
following years the
MG C-Type and Q-
Type were made
and sold to racing
enthusiasts. MG's
reputation for
building performance
cars increased with
competition success in

the 30s. They took a
class win with the K3 at the

1933 Mille Miglia road race – the first time a non-
Italian team had won.

1930's

MG K3
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1940's

After the war, MG moved away from
the more traditional classic coupés
and took a more adventurous
approach to design. Their T-Type
line-up was joined by the TC Midget,
produced in 1945. Exported to the
US, it kick started a sports car craze
in America. Available on the UK
market for the princely sum of £527, the most
famous TC owner was the Duke of Edinburgh, who
bought the model in 1947. More than 10,000 TCs
were manufactured by the end of the 1940s.

1950's
The 50s started with booming sales for the
MG TD and another takeover - by The British
Motor Corporation (BMC).This was followed
by the launch of the A- and B-Series engines
designed at the BMC’s plant in Longbridge -
which gave some serious power to the range
- including the MG Midget, Z series Magnette,
MGA and MGB.
The MGA was a huge success, with a racing
prototype capable of 117mph.
In 1956, the 100,000th MG was produced,
the ultra-stylish LHD MGA 1500 roadster.
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1970's

1960's

The MGA was a huge success, with a racing
prototype capable of 117mph.

In 1956, the 100,000th MG was produced, the
ultra-stylish LHD MGA 1500 roadster.

With production transferred to Longbridge
in 1962, MG built the MG 1100/1300
range of compact cars with a more
modern design for the family market,
available in two- and four-door versions.
The MG 1100 was an immediate hit.

At the end of the decade, MG found
another loyal, royal fan in the form of HRH
Prince Charles, who took delivery of his

MGC GT model in 1969. It now belongs to
Prince William.

MG 1100/1300

MG celebrated the production of their one
millionth car, built in 1975, just in time for the
Queen’s Silver Jubilee. This unique MGB
roadster was emblazoned with jubilee GT
livery and wheels.

1980s/80's
The company closed their Oxford factory and the last of the MG Midgets rolled off the
production line. Complex takeovers and unrest within the automotive industry caused by
competition from abroad took its toll on the MG marque, which passed to Rover and then
BMW. However, the MG name lived on in Austin models including the Metro, Maestro and
Montego, and 1995 in the MG F, which became a best-selling affordable sports car in the
UK.
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2000's
The MG Rover Group was
formed in 2000, kickstarting a
new era of production – MG went
back to its roots in 2002 with the
MG TF, a modernised version of
the TF Midget. Its sleek, sporty
looks attracted buyers, and MG
celebrated its 1.5 millionth MG in
April of that year. But the
celebrations didn’t last – in 2005
MG Rover went into
administration and production
stopped.

2010's
Production transferred to China and
after a few bumps in the road, in 2010
MG rose again with the MG6 GT
fastback. Two years later MG was
back on the track in the British Touring
Car Championship, gaining a
respectable third place.

In 2013 the MG3 launched, with a
range of cool personalisation options.
The advertising copy said it all: ‘Fun is
back.’

Since then, MG has gone from
strength to strength, creating the MG

GS SUV and the sleek, spacious 360. Through it all, this iconic marque has never lost its
sense of adventure, affordable price tag and sporting edge.

Tony & Sally
Blackmoor
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Date	 Event	 Remarks	
October	 	 	
28

th
	 One	Last	Run	–	0930	am	-	The	George	&	Falcon	Inn	 Book	by	calling	The	George	&	Falcon	Inn	–	Warnford	Hants	

http://www.georgeandfalcon.com/events_and_offers.php	
30

th
	 WMGOC	Club	Night	 The	Plough	Inn	at	Itchen	Abbas	

November	 	 	
4
th
	 London	to	Brighton	Run	 	

9
th
	–	11

th
	 NEC	Classic	Car	Show	 http://www.necclassicmotorshow.com	

27
th
	 WMGOC	Club	Night	-	AGM	 The	Plough	Inn	at	Itchen	Abbas	 	

December	 	 	
26

th
	 Romsey	Classic	Car	&	Bike	Meet	–	pre	1976	 	

	

The Remaining Events Calendar for 2018: WMGOC events marked in RED

Recomendations for your MG
The following businesses have been recommended by club members. If you have received good service for
your MG, let the editor know and add to the list.

Please Note: These are personal recommendations rather than endorsments from WMGOC. For further
information, contact the person making the recommendation.

Notices - Wanted - For Sale

Items Wanted and For Sale
Do you have MG or motoring related items wanted or for sale? Advertise them to Club members here. Send
details to the editor.

Company	Name	 Services	Offered	 Location	 Website	Address	 Recommended	by	
Meon	Valley	Garage	Doors	 Garage	Door	Replacements/Service	 Waltham	Chase	 http://www.meonvalleygaragedoors.co.uk	 Pete	Cranstone	

The	Trimming	Centre	 Webasto	Sunroof	and	trimming	

Specialists		

Lewes,	East	Sussex	 http://www.thetrimmingcentre.co.uk	 Richard	Harcourt-Brown	

Bodycraft	 Body	and	paint	specialist	 Shirrell	Heath,	Swanmore	 https://www.facebook.com/bodycraftautomotive	 Richard	Harcourt-Brown	

Andy	Jewell	 Paintless	dent	removal	 	 http://www.andyjewell.co.uk/	 Richard	Harcourt-Brown	

RVS	Garage	Services	 Servicing	/	Engine	Rebuild	 Ludgershall	 http://www.rvsgarageservices.co.uk	 Steve	Penkethman	

West-Classic	 English	Car	Spares	and	Garage	

Services	

Elgg,	Switzerland	 http://www.west-classic.ch	 Steve	Penkethman	

	



WMGOC Apparel
We have a range of Regalia which you can order individually, just choose your
garment and colour from the charts below. Prices include printed Logo.

When ordering please complete the corresponding form, ticking your choice
of colour and size. Take care with the size, as returns are not possible and
sizes are generous.

Please send the form to:
Niall FitzGerald, 29 Monks Wood Close, Bassett Sot’on, SO16 3TT

Niall
Polo Shirt 

Male Polo Ref: KK403 - £16.50 Ladies Polo Ref: KK703 £16.50 
     

Colour Small Medium Large Ex Large 
Bottle Green     
Navy Blue     
Magenta     
Black     
Jade     
Purple     
Mid Blue     
Royal Blue     
 
Ladies Sizes available are:   10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 and 22 
Please check the appropriate box or ring the ladies size required 
 
	

Fleece 
Fleece Ref: RE36A - £20.50 
     

Colour Small Medium Large Ex Large 
Forest Green     
Royal Blue     
Burgundy     
Black     
	

Gilet 
Gilet Ref: RE37A - £18.00 
     

Colour Small Medium Large Ex Large 
Forest Green     
Royal Blue     
Charcoal     
Black     
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Our Sponsors
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TheWMGOCwould like to thank the following businesseswho are supporting
the club via their advertising


